ABSTRACT

There are many personalities in the history or in the society whose work was remarkable in their field, but the place they have given was not as important as they are rightful owner. Among them name of Dharmanand Kosambi came in front side. After studied whole of his works on Buddhism, we realized that before Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, his works was much important than others. Even though today also educated Buddhist people do not know the name of Dharmanand Kosambi. For that we can blame on Dharmanand Kosambi also, because having mastery over English language he has written all his great books on Buddhism in Marathi language. Therefore his work was limited in Maharashtra only. Actually his writing on Buddhism was revolutionary step. He was tried to refute all the prevalent myths of the Lord Buddha with many evidence. In the adverse condition he has taken the knowledge of Buddhism. His efforts to introduce Pali language in Indian Universities or establishment of Bahujan Vihara in Mumbai showed his honesty towards Buddhism.